Are current hydrophone low frequency response standards acceptable for measuring mechanical/cavitation indices?
The purpose of this paper is to determine the error introduced by ultrasonic hydrophones used to measure current or proposed Mechanical (MI) and Cavitation (CI) Indices, assuming that the hydrophones meet bandwidth specifications contained in US and IEC measurement standards. These indices are based on the peak rarefactional pressure, pr. Since the portion of the pressure waveform where pr occurs is dominated by low frequency components, attention was placed on the low frequency hydrophone response specifications. Both simulated and actual diagnostic pressure pulses (with center frequency fc) were subjected to single-pole high-pass filtering for a range of -3 dB cut-off frequencies (fa). The error in the indices introduced by this filtration was evaluated. At both fa = 0.5fc (the US requirement) and fa = 0.86fc (calculated from the IEC -6dB bandwidth specification at 0.5fc), results showed that errors exceeding -30% could be expected. Furthermore, to reduce errors to less than 5%, the low frequency hydrophone response should extend at least an order of magnitude below the center frequency of the pressure wave. For example, for a 3.5 MHz transducer, the hydrophone should have a lower cut-off frequency of less than 350 kHz, which at present constitutes a challenge because of the lack of commercial hydrophones calibrated below 1 MHz.